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Scattering of He atoms from surface defects by grazing-angle diffraction beams
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It is experimentally demonstrated that diffraction beams from the scattering of He atoms from surfaces can
be observed at grazing final angles of up tou f'90° with respect to the surface normal. For He atom scattering
from Rh~311! under conditions in which a diffraction beam exits at a grazing angle, a broad scattered intensity
appears that is interpreted as diffuse scattering from collisions with the small density of step defects resulting
from the unavoidable miscut of the surface. Theoretical models for real and evanescent diffraction beams
support the conclusion that this diffuse intensity is due to scattering by step defects from a diffraction beam
under grazing exit conditions. For scattering in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the steps, this diffuse
scattering signal is much stronger in one direction than in the opposite direction where the crystal azimuthal
angle is rotated by 180°. The asymmetry in intensity is interpreted as due to the much larger number of steps
up in one direction on the surface due to the crystal miscut, thus such measurements can uniquely determine
the miscut direction. This experiment opens new possibilities for the characterization of surface defects with
diffraction techniques.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.165435 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Dv, 34.50.Dy, 79.20.Rf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of defects and imperfections is an import
part of surface science because, regardless of the degr
cleanliness or the care in preparation, all surfaces includ
variety of intrinsic defects that play a large role in the way
which a surface interacts with its environment. He atom sc
tering has proven to be a very useful tool in the study
surface defects because it is sensitive only to the outerm
surface layer and because of the very large total cross
tions for scattering from defects. The total cross sections
scattering from isolated adsorbates on a surface is larger
the already rather large cross sections observed for He
tering from similar atomic species in the gas phase.1 He scat-
tering from intrinsic defects such as vacancies, adatom
steps is also large.2 The differential cross sections of surfac
adsorbates and defects can also be measured through e
nation of the elastic and inelastic background intensities
appear between the diffraction peaks,3–5 just as in the case o
scattering by other projectiles such as low-energy elec
diffraction.6

It has been suggested that the extreme sensitivity of
atom scattering to defects is the reason for the lack of s
cess in earlier attempts to carry out experiments with eit
grazing angle incidence or with diffraction beams at graz
exit angles.7–9 Under grazing conditions, because the H
atom beam travels a long distance close to the surface
effective number of defects and impurities that the beam
counters becomes large, thus destroying the coherent re
tion intensity. However, grazing angle scattering from pe
odic surfaces is of serious interest because there a
number of interesting effects that should occur wheneve
diffraction beam is at grazing exit conditions, where it mak
the transition from an evanescent wave to a real diffrac
beam. These effects include the threshold resonance,10–13

skipping phenomena,14 and the onset of classical chaos.15
0163-1829/2002/65~16!/165435~11!/$20.00 65 1654
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In this paper we discuss recently reported high-precis
diffraction measurements on a well-characterized surf
that demonstrate the possibility of observing diffraction
He atom beams under grazing exit conditions.16 In the neigh-
borhood of grazing exit conditions, where the final diffra
tion angleu f→90°, a broad scattered intensity arises, wh
is interpreted as incoherent scattering from the He atom
fraction beam by step defects on the surface. These step
the consequence of the small miscut of the surface, whic
unavoidable in the preparation process. Such a miscut
plies a larger number of steps up in one direction as oppo
to the opposite direction. When the incident beam is orien
perpendicularly to these steps, this diffuse, incoherent sig
is much larger for one azimuthal direction than it is for t
opposite incident direction where the crystal is rotated
180°. This asymmetry is interpreted as indicating the dir
tion in which the largest number of steps up occur, thus t
measurement can determine the absolute direction of
crystal miscut.

The crystal sample was a well-ordered vicinal surface
Rh~311! with a miscut of less than 0.3°, which implies th
the average~311! terrace length between step defects is 20
300 Å. The scattering geometry was such that the incid
beam and detector were located in the plane perpendicul
the quasi-one-dimensional corrugations of the fcc~311! sur-
face. For several incident beam energies and for several
ferent diffraction orders, it was found that the diffractio
beam intensity near grazing exit decreased approxima
linearly as a function of 90°2u f . Very close to grazing exit
conditions, a broad peak in the background intensity w
observed, and this peak was considerably larger when
diffraction beam was exiting in the direction that wou
cause it to collide with the riser faces of the step defe
caused by the miscut~i.e., the ‘‘upstairs’’ direction as illus-
trated at the top of Fig. 4!. A similar peak, but of much
smaller intensity, was observed when the crystal was rota
©2002 The American Physical Society35-1
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by 180° and the diffraction beam exited in the ‘‘downstair
direction in which it encounters far fewer step risers.

Support for this interpretation is provided by a theoreti
model of the scattering from a step edge by a real graz
angle diffraction beam. In the Fraunhofer limit the scatter
from a step, when the interference with the back-reflec
beam from the large terraces is taken into account, produ
an intensity that agrees well with the shape, width, and
tensity of the observed intensity.

Recently, a new method has been reported for obser
intrinsic surface defects via scattering of the well-defin
two-dimensional atomic diffraction beam under bound st
resonance~selective adsorption! conditions.17 This then
raises the question of whether the signal observed here m
be produced by scattering from the evanescent portion of
grazing angle diffraction beam wave packet. A Fraunho
limit theory of scattering of defects by evanescent diffract
beams indicates that, although such scattering does occu
decay behavior caused by small changes in incident b
angle is much too strong to explain the scattered intens
observed here.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section~Sec.
II ! describes the experimental apparatus and the protoc
the experiment. Section III discusses the behavior of the
served scattering intensity, Sec. IV develops the theory u
to explain the measurements, Sec. V is a discussion of
comparison between theory and experiment, and some
clusions are drawn in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

The He-diffraction experiments reported here were p
formed with the apparatus described in detail in Ref. 18. T
beam was generated by a supersonic nozzle with
pressures of 70 bars. The energy of the incident He beam
be varied by heating or cooling the nozzle between 800
110 K corresponding to wavelengths of 0.34–0.91 Å. T
base pressure in the scattering chamber was
310211 mbar. The scattered He atoms were detected usi
quadrupole mass spectrometer that is mounted on a two
goniometer that permits recording a whole set of diffract
spectra at a fixed scattering geometry. Both polar and
muthal angles of the sample can be freely varied, and
sample can be moved parallel and perpendicular to the
face normal. The polar and azimuthal orientation of t
sample was determined to better than 0.2° through meas
ment of the diffraction peak positions on both the clean a
the c(131)H phase that, due to its larger corrugation, e
hibits many more diffraction peaks.19,20 This procedure was
applied every time the sample was rotated 180° in the
muthal direction to go from the ‘‘upstairs’’ to the ‘‘down
stairs’’ scattering geometry and vice versa. All spectra sho
here have been recorded in the sagittal plane~i.e., in the
plane defined by the incident beam and the normal to
surface! with the incoming beam impinging perpendicular
the close-packed rows of the Rh~311! surface. All measure-
ments were performed at a sample temperature of 100
The integrated intensities of diffraction peaks shown in Fi
2 and 3 were obtained after background subtraction of
16543
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fraction spectra recorded at different angles of incidence
order to keep the surface clean during the whole measu
process, the sample was flash annealed to 500 K ever
min. ~to record one spectrum takes approximately 7 min!.

The Rh~311! surface was prepared from a large sing
crystal that was aligned to60.3° with x-ray diffraction, cut
with a wire saw, mechanically polished, and electropolish
The surface was first prepared in UHV by repeated cycle
sputtering with 1 keV Ne ions and annealing to 1100
Temperatures were restricted to below 1100 K to avoid
irreversible transition to a (132)-disordered reconstructio
of the substrate.21 The daily surface preparation consisted
30-min sputtering, followed by heating 5 min in
31028 mbar oxygen at 1000 K and 10 min in
31028 mbar hydrogen at 500 K. The cleanliness of t
sample was judged by the sharpness of the diffraction pe
in the He spectra of the clean surface and by the ability
reproduce the low-coverage hydrogen phases atT5100 K,
as these are very sensitive to the presence of impurities
the surface.

III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Two typical intensity spectra are exhibited in Fig. 1 f
the case of a He beam incident on the Rh~311! surface with
a polar angle ofu i550° and in the azimuth perpendicular
the close-packed rows on this vicinal surface. The incid
energy isEi565.7 meV corresponding to a de Broglie wav
length of l50.56 Å and a wave vectorki52p/l
511.2 Å21. The incident angle is somewhat smaller th
the critical angleuc560.8° for which the~01! diffraction
peak becomes evanescent. One of the two spectra, show
a solid curve, is taken in the ‘‘upstairs’’ direction, and th
other shown as a dashed curve, is in the ‘‘downstairs’’ dir
tion. Figure 1 clearly demonstrates the similarity of the d
fraction patterns taken in the two opposite directions. T
large diffraction peaks visible are the~00! specular, as well
as the~0,1!, (0,1̄), and (0,2̄) peaks, and in addition there ar
small (0,3̄) and (0,4̄) peaks. The region of interest in thi
work is the range 70°,u f,90° into which the~01! beam
scatters intensity as it interacts at grazing exit with t
widely spaced steps due to the miscut of the crystal.

Figures 2 and 3 show the integrated diffraction peak
tensities as a function of incident polar angleu i for two
different energies. Figure 2 is forl50.56 Å as in Fig. 1,
while Fig. 3 is forl50.80 Å that corresponds to the energ
Ei533 meV, wave vectorki57.9 Å21, and a critical angle
for emergence of the~01! diffraction uc555.1°. The data in
both of these figures were taken in the upstairs direction,
nearly identical intensities are obtained in the downstairs
rection. Including the specular, at the higher energy a tota
seven diffraction peaks are observed over the meas
range of incident angles 35°,u f,90°, while at the lower
energy five diffraction beams are seen. An important poin
the nearly linear decrease of the~01! diffraction peak in the
variable 90°2u f asu i→uc . This linear dependence is als
visible in Fig. 2 for the high-energy~02! diffraction peak as
it approaches evanescent behavior atu i548°. Another inter-
5-2
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SCATTERING OF He ATOMS FROM SURFACE DEFECTS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165435
esting point is that there is no evidence for a thresh
resonance10–13 in the neighborhood ofuc , which would be
manifest by a sharp decrease in intensity of the emerg
diffraction peak and a corresponding sharp resonance be
ior in the other diffraction peaks. This is consistent with p
vious calculations which predict that the threshold effe
will be negligible for He scattering from the relatively sof
weakly corrugated potentials of metal surfaces.13

Figure 4 shows in more detail the observed scattered
tensity as a function ofu f in the vicinity of 90° for several
incident angles nearu i5uc for the ~01! diffraction order.
Both of the two incident energies of Figs. 2 and 3 are sho
For each incident energy the panel on the left is for the~01!
diffraction beam pointing in the ‘‘upstairs’’ direction~as il-
lustrated at the very top of Fig. 4! and the panel on the righ
is for the ‘‘downstairs’’ configuration. There is a broad pe
that remains nearly stationary at very nearly the same v
of u f that becomes less intense asu i approachesuc , and
disappears completely foru i a little larger thanuc . What is
striking, however, is that this peak is much larger in t
‘‘upstairs’’ direction than for the ‘‘downstairs’’ direction. Fo
similar values ofu i close touc the intensity in the ‘‘upstairs’’

FIG. 1. Two typical measured He atom scattering intensity sp
tra from Rh~311! for Ei565.7 meV (l50.56 Å,ki511.2 Å21) and
an incident angleu i550°. The curve shown as a solid line is take
in the ‘‘upstairs’’ direction, while the dashed curve is for th
‘‘downstairs’’ direction.
16543
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direction is approximately an order of magnitude larger. T
intensity of the peak decreased rapidly with increasing a
muthal angle away from the plane perpendicular to the ste
and disappeared when the crystal azimuth was rotated b
much as 10°.

This anomalously large scattering signal in the ‘‘upstair
direction is interpreted as scattering of the He atoms ou
the ~01! diffraction beam caused by collisions with the fac
of the step defects produced by the slight miscut of the s
face. Because of the miscut, a systematic error is induce
the surface, which causes many more step riser faces to
pear in the upstairs direction than in the ‘‘downstairs’’ dire
tion, hence the large differences in observed intensity in
two opposing crystal azimuths.

This large discrepancy in the two crystal azimuthal orie
tations~i.e., with the steps oriented either 90° or 270° wi
respect to the scattering plane! cannot be due to a larg
asymmetry in the periodic corrugation of the Rh~311! ter-
races, since it is well known that symmetric corrugati
functions are adequate to describe He diffraction even
seemingly asymmetric stepped surfaces such as the Ni~115!
and Cu~112!.22 On Rh~311!, this is verified both by our direc
measurements, which show negligible differences in diffr
tion beam intensity spectra for the two crystal orientatio
as seen in Fig. 1. It is also supported by the fact that the t
diffraction intensities in Figs. 2 and 3 are independent of

c-

FIG. 2. Integrated intensities of the diffraction peaks as a fu
tion of incident polar angle for a He atom beam of wavelengthl
50.56 Å (Ei565.7 meV) impinging on a Rh~311! surface.
5-3
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two azimuths, and by elastic close coupling calculations
ing the known potential for this surface,19 which predict that
the differences in diffraction intensities in the two orient
tions are less than 10%. Another possible alternative ex
nation is that the anomalous intensity seen in Fig. 2 is du
scattering from the same defects by the evanescent tail o
~01! diffraction beam. However, this possibility can be rul
out because simple calculations, discussed in Sec. IV B
low, show that the short-range exponential decay of an e
nescent beam away from the surface would cause its de
scattering intensity to decrease much faster foru i.uc than is
observed in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the same data as in Fig. 4, as wel
additional data for the same two incident energies, but h
the data is shown with a linear background subtracted
Also plotted in Fig. 5 are theoretical curves for the intens
scattered from the steps due to the crystal miscut, as
cussed below in Secs. IV and V. Theoretical curves
shown only for incident angles close to and greater than
critical angle, because at smaller incidence angles the si
becomes dominated by the diffraction beam intensity tha
not included in the calculated curves. This figure shows e
more clearly the large asymmetry between scattering in
downstairs and upstairs directions as can be seen upon
paring intensities at similar angles. For example, forl
50.79 Å, at u i555.4°, very close to the critical angle o

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except for an incident beam of wa
lengthl50.80 Å (Ei532 meV).
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uc555.3°, the maximum measured intensity in the upsta
direction is about 38~in our relative units!, while in the
downstairs direction the corresponding intensity is on
about 5. Similarly, forl50.56 Å, the measurements close
to the critical angleuc560.8° give an intensity of 20 in the
upstairs direction, while in the downstairs direction it is on
about 3. In both cases this is an order-of-magnitude dif
ence. On the other hand, at incidence angles of 1°–2° sm
than the critical angles, where the intensity is mainly direc
from the diffraction peak, the intensities in the upstairs a
downstairs directions are comparable.

A further example of scattering spectra near the criti
angle is shown in Fig. 6 for the slightly longer de Brogl
wavelength l50.85 Å ~Ei528 meV,ki57.4 Å21!. As in
Figs. 4 and 5, the upper panel shows the measured d
while the lower panel shows the same data with a lin
background subtracted. Only scattering in the upstairs di
tion is shown. Again, very close to the critical angleuc
554°, the broad scattering signals from the steps due to
miscut are visible.

IV. THEORY

The conditions for grazing exit are the same as those f
real diffraction beam to become an evanescent beam,
the scattering may be due to either scattering from the g
ing diffraction beam or from the barely evanescent bea
The scattering of both real and evanescent diffraction be
will be considered here, and we show that the observed
nals of Fig. 5 are due to the real diffraction. Scattering fro
an evanescent diffraction beam is shown to decay too rap
when the incidence angle is larger than the critical angle,
will not be observable in this experiment.

A. Step scattering by a grazing angle diffraction beam

The surface is approximated by a rigid corrugated w
and the effects of an attractive adsorption well in the pot
tial are ignored. The basic features of the scattering proc
are readily described by semiclassical quantum scatte
theory in the Fraunhofer limit. The grazing exit diffractio
beam near the critical angle can be viewed as a plane w
traveling parallel to the surface with a wave vector of ma
nitude uK i1Gu'ki , whereK i is the component of the inci
dent wave vectork i parallel to the surface (Ki5ki sinui) and
G is the surface reciprocal lattice vector. In this configurati
of in-plane scattering perpendicular to the one-dimensio
surface corrugation,G52p/d, whered54.455 Å is the cor-
rugation period. Only steps up will be considered, since
step down is shadowed by the terrace above and it will
scatter appreciably. An isolated step-up defect then, in
simplest terms, becomes an opaque linear obstacle of wida
in the path of the diffraction beam. According to Babine
principle, the scattering amplitude from an opaque obsta
can be replaced by a similarly shaped slit in an opaque sh
The angle that the step riser face makes with the surf
plane is not important at this level of approximation, and t
scattering amplitude is the standard Fraunhofer expressi

-

5-4
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SCATTERING OF He ATOMS FROM SURFACE DEFECTS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165435
FIG. 4. Measured scattered intensity as
function of final angleu f for several incident
anglesu i very close to the critical angle for the
disappearance of the~01! diffraction peak. The
upper two panels are for an incident waveleng
l50.56 Å where the critical angle isuc560.9°
and the lower panels are forl50.8 Å or 0.79 Å
as marked, whereuc555.1° or 55.3°. The panels
on the left are for the~01! diffraction beam point-
ing in the ‘‘upstairs’’ direction and those on th
right show the ‘‘downstairs’’ direction. The inser
at the top illustrates the upstairs and downsta
scattering configurations.
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A~k!5
2A0

k
e2 ika/2 sin~ka/2!, ~1!

where A0 is the amplitude of the diffraction beam andk
5ki cosuf .

However, when the diffraction beam strikes the step
fect it is scattered both toward and away from the surfa
That part of the scattered amplitude which is scattered
wards the surface will be reflected back by the smooth
race at the top of the step, and this back-reflected amplit
will interfere with the directly scattered part to give rise to
observable signal. Including the back reflection from the m
ror surface implies that the total scattering amplitude is giv
by

AT~k!5A~k!2e2ikbA~2k!, ~2!
16543
-
e.
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where the parameterb in the phase factor is the height cho
sen for the plane of reflection relative to the terrace plane
a distancez5a above the surface. Apart from a trivial phas
factor this leads to

AT
D~k!5

4A0

k
sin~ka/2!sin~k@b1a/2# !. ~3!

The simplest and most logical choice for the position of t
reflecting plane is to make it coincident with the top of t
terrace that corresponds tob50 leading to the following
expression for the scattered intensity:

I ~u f !}
I G

k2 sin4S ka

2 D , ~4!

where I G is the intensity of the grazing diffraction beam
given by
5-5
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FIG. 5. The same data as shown in the ‘‘u
stairs’’ and ‘‘downstairs’’ panels of Fig. 4, afte
background subtraction, are compared with the
retical predictions~smooth solid curves! of the
scattered intensity due to scattering from wide
spaced step face defects. Calculated curves
shown only for angles close to or greater than t
critical angle.
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I G~u i ,u f !5
cosu f

cosu i
uAGu2. ~5!

The diffraction beam amplitudeAG also has a dependence o
u i and u f , and it can be directly calculated for a period
surface, for example, using the coupled chann
formalism.19 The behavior of uAGu2 is expected to be
smoothly varying asu i crosses the critical angleuc , unless
there happens to be a bound state of the potential very c
to the top of the adsorption well, in which caseuAGu2 will
exhibit resonance behavior foru i on the evanescent side o
uc . This resonant behavior is often manifest as a sharp m
mum, but may also be a minimum.23,24 For the surface mea
sured in this work, elastic coupled channels calculation19

using the well-established He-Rh~311! potential19 show that
the amplitudeA(01) for the ~01! beam is nearly constant i
the region of the critical angle, as seen in Fig. 7.

Figure 7 shows calculations forl50.56 Å of the square
modulus of the~01! diffraction peak amplitudeuA(01)u2 as
well as the intensityI (01) of the~01! peak as given by Eq.~5!.
Although the intensity of the~01! diffraction peak decrease
strongly nearu i5uc and vanishes atuc , the squared diffrac-
16543
ls

se

i-

tion amplitude is a smoothly varying function and exhib
no unusual behavior. The very sharp peak inuA(01)u2 seen at
u i560.99° is due to the selective adsorption resonance
the evanescent~01! diffraction beam with the highest (n
53) bound state of the interaction potential located at
energy ofe3520.48 meV. Thus, the above arguments sh
that the linear dependence ofI (01)(u i) as exhibited in Figs. 2
and 3 is explained by theu f dependence of the flux facto
cosuf /cosui in Eq. ~5!.

B. Step scattering by an evanescent beam

Next we consider the scattering of an evanescent diffr
tion beam by the same surface step riser as in Sec. IV A
opposed to a grazing-angle diffraction beam, the asympt
form of the wave function of an evanescent beam is ex
nentially damped away from the surface,

CG~r !5ei ~K i1G!•Re2kGzz, ~6!

wherez is the direction normal to the surface and the po
tion vector is divided into components parallel and norma
5-6
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SCATTERING OF He ATOMS FROM SURFACE DEFECTS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165435
the surface according tor5(R,z). The conservation of en
ergy and parallel momentum determine the evanescent
pendicular wave vector as

kGz5uAki
22~K i1G!2u. ~7!

Adopting the Rayleigh ansatz,25 the asymptotic form of Eq.
~6! can be extended right up to the surface.

FIG. 6. A series of intensity spectra similar to those of Figs
and 5, taken in the upstairs direction, for a de Broglie wavelengt
l50.85 Å21. The upper panel shows the data as measured, an
lower panel is the same data with a linear background subtra
and the solid curve is the theoretical calculation.
16543
er-

Again, as in Sec. IV A above, the step is regarded a
one-dimensional barrier extending upwards from the surf
a distancea in thez direction and the azimuth of the inciden
beam is taken to be perpendicular to the steps. The scatte
amplitude in the Fraunhofer limit can be calculated using
standard form for the transmission amplitude of a wave
cident on a diffraction grating,26 given by

A~k!5A0E
2`

1`

t~z!e2 ikzdz, ~8!

where as beforek5(Ki1G)cosuf'ki cosuf and t(z) is the
transmission function. For the present case of illumination
the step by an evanescent beam, the transmission func
becomes

t~z!5H 0; z,0

0; 0,z,a

A0e2kGzz; z.a.

~9!

As in Eq.~2! above, the observed amplitude must include
back reflection from the mirror surface leading to an expr
sion for the total scattering amplitude given by

AT
E~k!5

22iA0

k21kGz
2 @k cosk~a1b!

1kGz sink~a1b!#eikb2kGza. ~10!

For scattering by an evanescent wave, the scattering am
tude of Eq.~10! plays the same role as Eq.~3! above for a
real grazing angle diffraction beam.

It is interesting to compare the behavior of Eqs.~3! and
~10!. This is done in Fig. 8 for the case where the position
the mirror surface is taken to be the top of the terraceb
50. The solid line shows the squared amplitudeuAT

Du2 of Eq.
~3! as a function of final angleu f for the ~01! diffraction
beam and thel50.79 Å case shown in Fig. 4. The dashe
line shows uAT

Ee1kGzau2 for the same case, but where th

f
he
ed

FIG. 7. The calculated square modulusuA(01)u2 of the ~01! dif-
fraction beam, and the diffraction intensityI (01)(u i) for He scatter-
ing from Rh~311! for the incident angleu i in the vicinity of the
critical angleuc . l50.56 Å anduc560.96°
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incident angle isu i556°, slightly larger than the critica
angle ofuc553.3°. Both functions show quadratic behavi
in 90°2u f very close to the forward direction, they have
large first maximum, and smaller maxima ask increases.

The comparison shown in Fig. 8 is slightly misleadin
however, because it does not exhibit the exponential deca
the intensity caused by the factore22kGza. The step heighta
is expected to be larger than 1 Å, and the evanescent w
vectorkGz increases with increasingu i and very quickly be-
comes comparable to the incident wave vector that is of
der 6–10 Å21, so the exponential decay is very strong. F
example, in the case of Fig. 8 whereu i exceedsuc by only
0.7°,kGza'2 ande22kGza'0.02. It is this rapid decay of the
intensity that excludes scattering from evanescent wa
from being the cause of the scattering signals seen in Fig
and 5. Also Fig. 8 shows that the intensity for scattering
the evanescent wave would not agree with data such as
shown in Fig. 5 because it oscillates too rapidly and
tallest peak is too narrow in width.

V. COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH DATA

Comparisons between the experimental measurem
and the theory of scattering of the grazing angle diffract
beam from isolated steps is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Howe
before discussing the significance of these comparisons,
necessary to develop a method of normalizing the calcula
intensities to those of the experiment, and to take accoun
the experimental width of the incident beam, which cau
an even larger width of the grazing diffraction beam.

The relative intensities of the theoretical curves at e
value ofu i are determined from the observed linear dep
dence of the~01! diffraction peak intensity foru i,uc and by
assuming that the incident beam has a Gaussian distribu
in angular spread about its center, both in and out of
scattering plane. The full width at half maximum~FWHM!

FIG. 8. The square modulus of the scattering amplitude plo
as a function of final angle. The solid curve isuAT

Du2 of Eq. ~3! for
scattering by a grazing exit diffraction beam corresponding to
l50.79 Å case of Fig. 5, and the dashed curve isuAT

Ee1kGzau2 of
Eq. ~10! for scattering by an evanescent wave for the same sys
with u i5uc10.07°.
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of the Gaussian is chosen to be the measured FWHM of
specular beam, which iss51.85°. The FWHM of the specu
lar beam is substantially larger than that of the incident be
because of the proximity of the detector to the crystal,
source-to-crystal distance being approximately 0.5 m wh
the detector is only 4.0 cm from the sample. Thus, the int
sity I (01)(u i) is chosen according to the formula

I ~01!~u i !5
S

Aps
uA~01!u2E

2`

uc2u i
e2u2/s2

~uc2u i2u!du.

~11!

For u i sufficiently smaller thanuc and assuminguA(01)u2 to
be approximately constant,I (01)(u i) appearing in Eq.~4! is a
linear function, in agreement with the linear intensity of t
grazing angle diffraction beam nearuc exhibited in Figs. 2
and 3. However, foru i very close to, or even slightly large
than uc , I (01)(u i) of Eq. ~11! accounts for the fact that, al
though the leading edge of the incident beam distribution
greater thanuc , the trailing edge still produces a real diffrac
tion intensity. The normalization of calculations to expe
ment is then effected by choosing the constantS so that the
calculated curve matches the experimental curves for on
the spectra at a givenu i such as shown in Fig. 5. The com
bination of Eqs.~11! and ~4! are the theoretical expression
used to compare with the experimental data, and aside f
the overall normalization constantS, this is a single param-
eter theory depending only on the step heighta.

The agreement of Eq.~11! with the measured data is ex
hibited in Fig. 9. There, for thel50.56-Å case of Fig. 5 in
the upstairs direction, the solid curve is the intensity cal
lated from Eq.~11! while the solid circles are the maximum
peak intensity of the measured spectra, plotted as a func
of incident angleu i . This figure shows that there is signifi
cant intensity observed even foru i.uc . For u i smaller than
uc by more than 1°, the data exhibit the expected linear
havior of the real diffraction beam.

The solid curves in Figs. 5 and 6 are the theoretical p
dictions of Eq.~4! with I (01)(u i) chosen according to Eq
~11!. For example, in the upstairs direction, Fig. 5 sho
good agreement between the observed scattering distribu

d

e

m

FIG. 9. Maximum peak intensity as a function ofu i for the l
50.56 Å case of Fig. 5. The solid curve is the intensity calcula
from Eq. ~11! and the filled circles are the maximum peak inten
ties from Fig. 5.
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and the theoretical model of Eq.~4! for values ofu i ranging
from slightly less thanuc to significantly larger thanuc ,
where only the trailing portion of the incident beam distrib
tion produces a real~01! diffraction beam. The shape an
width of the theoretical curves, the stationary position of
peak maximum, and the decrease in intensity with increas
u i are all well predicted for a value ofa52.28 Å, which is
exactly twice the minimum step height for this surface. Th
oretical curves are shown only for incident anglesu i near or
larger than the critical angleuc because for smaller incidenc
angles the scattering gradually becomes dominated by
diffraction peak that is not included in the theory. In th
downstairs direction shown in Fig. 5~where fewer measure
spectra are available!, equally good agreement betwee
theory and experiment is obtained, but quite remarkably,
overall intensities at equivalent values ofu i close to or larger
than uc are approximately an order of magnitude smal
than those for the upstairs direction. Figure 6 also sho
similar agreement between theory and experiment in the
cinity of u i'u f , although in this case the data were tak
only in the upstairs direction. The agreement between the
and experimental data, taken together with the large dif
ence in signal intensity between the upstairs and downs
directions, indicates that the scattered intensity is due to
steps created by the miscut and that furthermore the direc
with the most steps-up can be distinguished. However,
independent measurements with any technique other than
lium atom scattering were performed to verify the prese
of steps or the miscut direction.

The minimum step height on the fcc~311! surface isa
51.14 Å. A defect with exactly twice this value could b
indicative of double-height steps, or of defects consisting
a ‘‘minifacet’’ of two adjacent single steps. The present th
oretical model would give the same results for both cas
Concerning single steps, which in addition to double st
have been shown to be present at this surface,27 our model
predicts that they would produce a much broader feat
essentially twice as broad as that of the double steps,
tered at about;75° in Fig. 5. As a consequence, this sign
could not be distinguished from the background in our
periments.

There are also some interesting peculiarities of a fcc~311!
surface that should be discussed in connection with these
scattering measurements. A step up and a step down in
~311! surface are not equivalent, even though both have
same height of 1.14 Å. If the step up riser face is a~100!
crystal plane then the step down face will be a~111! plane
~or exactly the contrary, if the crystal azimuth is rotated
180°!. Both of these faces consist of close-packed rows,
the tilt angle of the~100! and~111! crystal planes relative to
the ~311! surface differs by approximately 5°. As indicate
above, this small difference in tilt angle has no effect on
theoretical interpretation of the intensity of Eq.~4!, and at
this level of analysis the intensity projected in the directi
for u f near 90° will be the same for both types of step fac

However, the direct semiclassical scattering from the s
face will produce an approximately Fraunhofer scatter
pattern centered about the direction specular to the step
In a different context a similar specular-to-the-step-face s
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tering was recently observed by some of the present aut
as a result of scattering directly from the incident beam.27 In
this experiment, scattering patterns were observed as fea
in the diffuse elastic background between diffraction pea
These features were analyzed in terms of single slit Fra
hofer intensities for both single and double steps, and w
observed at a scattering angle corresponding to the spe
angle of the incident beam relative to the step faces of s
on the ~311! surface. This work provides confirmation th
both single and double steps exist on the Rh~311! surface. In
order to attain sufficient intensity, however, it was necess
to enhance the step density on the surface by a sputte
process. The results found in Ref. 27 would then indicate
scattering of a grazing angle diffraction beam from a~111!
step face, which makes a tilt angle of 29.50° with respec
the ~311! surface plane, would produce a Fraunhofer patt
at approximatelyu f'30°, while the~100! step face plane
that makes a tilt angle of 25.24° would produce a simi
pattern but atu f'40°. ~In the previous experiments, the a
tual angles were found to be slightly less than those p
dicted by the crystal plane angles, an effect that was att
uted to a small change in step face inflection angle due
Smulowchowski smoothing of the electron density.27! Such a
pattern was looked for in this experiment but not observ
There are two reasons why the step face Fraunhofer pa
could not be seen:~1! the intensity of the~01! diffraction
peak is small and the step density is low~e.g., in the case of
Ref. 27 in which these patterns were observed from the
cident beam, the surface step density was enhanced by
tering! thus the intensity will be small; and~2! at all incident
energies investigated, foru i'uc a value ofu f'30° or 40°
falls very close to the rather large (0,3)̄ and (0,2̄) diffraction
peaks and hence the signal could not be distinguished f
the background.

One other characteristic of the~311! surface is that after a
step up or a step down, the phase of the~311! terraces is
shifted by one-half of an atomic spacing. Thus adjacent~311!
terraces differing in height by one step are out of phase in
direction parallel to the steps. After a double step, the
races are back in phase. However, this subtle phase
should have no measurable effect on the He atom scatte
intensities because the corrugations of the~311! surface in
the direction parallel to the steps are small. He scatter
measurements performed in the direction parallel to the s
on this Rh~311! face, i.e., in the crystal azimuth of 0° o
180°, showed no detectable diffraction peaks in the sag
plane, indicating a negligible corrugation of the interacti
potential.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrates that atomic diffraction by pe
odic surfaces can be observed all the way to the critical an
where the diffraction beam exits parallel to the surface pla
Under these critical conditions we observe an anomalou
large, broad and diffuse scattering intensity that can be
tributed to scattering out of the grazing angle diffracti
beam caused by step defects as a result of the crystal mi
This conclusion is supported by comparisons with calcu
5-9
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tions of the expected scattering distribution due to such
fects, and it is supported by the observation that the inten
is roughly an order of magnitude larger in the ‘‘upstair
direction than in the ‘‘downstairs’’ direction, with the ‘‘up
stairs’’ direction corresponding to the crystal orientation th
would produce the largest density of step defects with ris
facing the exiting diffraction beam. This large discrepancy
the two crystal azimuthal orientations~i.e., with the steps
oriented either 90° or 270° with respect to the scatter
plane! cannot be due to the slight asymmetry in the perio
corrugation of the Rh~311! terraces. This is verified both b
our direct measurements, which show negligible differen
in diffraction beam intensities for the two crystal orient
tions, and by elastic close coupling calculations19 using the
known potential for this surface,19 which predict that the
differences in diffraction intensities in the two orientatio
are no more than 10%. Thus, one of the major conclusion
this work is that the large asymmetry in signal intensity
the two opposite directions is due to the much larger den
of step-up faces in one of the two directions caused by
miscut of the crystal. This allows unambiguous determi
tion of the miscut direction in He atom scattering expe
ments.

The theoretical model for scattering from step faces p
dicts that the intensity distribution should have the sa
shape in both the upstairs and downstairs directions bec
appreciable scattering occurs only at the steps up~and not at
the steps down!, and this is clearly verified in the compar
sons of Fig. 5. The difference in overall intensity is predict
to be proportional to the step density, thus the order of m
nitude difference in intensity indicates a similar difference
numbers of steps up in the two opposite directions.

One possible alternative explanation of the observed
sults would arise if the crystal orientation in the polar an
were unknown to up toDu i52°. Then the observed signa
could be explained as the direct observation of the tail of
roughly Gaussian-shaped grazing angle diffraction beam
this beam passed from real to evanescent state. How
measurements of the angular positions of the rather la
number of other diffraction peaks allows the uncertainty
crystal orientation to be no more than 0.2°. Consequen
such an explanation can be ruled out.

Another possible explanation is that the observed sig
could be scattering by the step faces from the evanescent
c
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of the grazing angle diffraction beam. The evanescent p
of the wave packet are strongly localized close to the surf
by their exponential amplitude decay in the direction perp
dicular to the surface. However, a scattering model simila
that developed for grazing angle diffraction beam scatter
shows that the intensity from evanescent waves is stron
damped as a function of incident beam angle and thus ca
be the source of the large signals seen here.

Finally, it is of interest to discuss some future possibiliti
for application of this effect:

~i! The quantitative study of grazing exit diffraction wi
enable measuring the differential and total cross section
surface defects under the well-defined conditions of an i
minating beam traveling parallel to the surface. This is
fundamental interest because it permits observation of s
tering from defects illuminated by a two-dimensional wav
rather than the usual conditions of illumination in a fu
three-dimensional geometry.

~ii ! There are some intriguing possibilities for inelas
scattering effects. If the surface is contaminated with ads
bates having low-energy modes, such as frustrated tran
tion modes,28 there should be inelastic Einstein mode mul
quantum overtones scattered out in all directions by th
defects. We would expect the grazing exit diffraction beam
impart large parallel momentum transfers and hence prod
large inelastic intensities.

~iii ! This effect is not limited to atom or molecule scatte
ing, it should be observed in electron scattering, photon s
tering, or any other scattering process in which the perio
surface produces diffraction beams that can have signific
intensity near grazing exit conditions.29,30
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